Food for the Soviet Soldier
ABOUT THE COVER
The "before meal" and "after meal" covers for this issue were designed by Charles F. Marie. The symbolic arrangement is an artist's concept. For the realities of Soviet food service, see the feature articles beginning on page 18.
ARMY LOGISTICS CHALLENGES

The Readiness Challenge
Assure the total Army forces are logistically prepared for rapid transition to wartime operations and fully capable of performing their combat mission.

The Human Challenge
Develop career logisticians and provide accessible and responsive logistic services (support) which contribute to the quality of life of the soldier and his family.

The Materiel Challenge
Develop and maintain a balanced logistic force structure and materiel capability necessary to equip and sustain our forces on the battlefield.

The Strategic Deployment Challenge
Assure the logistics capability to support rapid deployment of U.S. forces in accordance with war plan requirements.

The Future Development Challenge
Exploit innovations to improve support and services and ensure improved materiel and concepts are logistically supportable.

The Management Challenge
Effectively manage and utilize existing and programmed logistic resources.